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The PCU16 Power Control Unit is a compact, standalone
microprocessor
device for controlling UHV vacuum systems.
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ƒ Control of any high and ultra high vacuum system
ƒ APPLICATIONS
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control and protection of the vacuum system even on power failure. It is available with full dedicated software application
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ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

Supply voltage

100 - 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

TECHNICAL DATA(power consumption max 250 W)

Measurement channels 2
Supply voltage
100 - 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz
2.1×105 mbarmax 250 W)
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3.6 kg

The PCU16 front control panel is divided into two parts:
ƒ ADDITIONAL
Left - graphical presentation
of vacuum system
INFORMATION
ƒ Right - panel which indicates the current state of the vasystem
(set-points,
power,
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ƒ Left - graphical presentation of vacuum system
ƒ Right - panel which indicates the current state of the vacuum system (set-points, power, failures etc.)
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